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1. earth
Sentence: Earth is the planet we live on.
Definition: the third planet from the sun

2. peer
Sentence: I peer under the bed to look for my shoe.
Definition: stare intently or searchingly

3. twirl
Sentence: I twirl around in circles and get dizzy.
Definition: to spin quickly

4. burnt
Sentence: The toast had burnt to a crisp.
Definition: been damaged by too much heat

5. smear
Sentence: Did you smear honey on the bread?
Definition: to spread something over something else

6. further
Sentence: We have two miles further to drive.
Definition: additionally, more or to a greater extent

7. appear
Sentence: The sun will appear in the sky at dawn.
Definition: to arrive or become visible

8. worthwhile
Sentence: That good charity is a worthwhile cause.
Definition: has value and usefulness

9. nerve



Sentence: A damaged nerve will lead to loss of feeling.
Definition: fiber that transmits information in the body

10. pier
Sentence: The boat docked at the pier.
Definition: a platform built out over the water

11. squirm
Sentence: The wiggling toddler will squirm in her lap.
Definition: wiggle or twist the body from side to side

12. weary
Sentence: I am weary and tired from the hard work.
Definition: very tired or exhausted in mind or body

13. alert
Sentence: Someone who is alert always pays attention.
Definition: wide awake and attentive

14. murmur
Sentence: A quiet murmur can't be heard by anyone.
Definition: words or sounds spoken softly

15. thirsty
Sentence: The thirsty boy drank a glass of water.
Definition: needing or wanting water

16. reverse
Sentence: Reverse course to go back the way you came.
Definition: to change to the opposite

17. worship
Sentence: Many people idolize and worship celebrities.
Definition: to pay utmost honor

18. career
Sentence: A career is much more than just a job.
Definition: a profession or occupation or path in life



19. research
Sentence: Research will help me find more information.
Definition: act of looking for information on a subject

20. volunteer
Sentence: The volunteer at the shelter works for free.
Definition: person that freely does or offers something

21. yearn
Sentence: I yearn for the happy times we had.
Definition: have a strong desire for

22. engineer
Sentence: The engineer designed plans for a new bridge.
Definition: trained person who designs or builds

23. interpret
Sentence: I interpret the meaning of some of the paintings on display in the museum.
Definition: to explain or decide what something means

24. dreary
Sentence: The rainy day was damp and dreary.
Definition: depressing or boring and bleak

25. external
Sentence: Some medicines are for external use and should not be consumed.
Definition: related to or connected with the outside
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